Abstract
Washi is a Japanese handmade paper which has very long traditions. There are many types of
washi in Japan but there are three main types of paper which are the kozo, mitsumata, and gampi
paper. Koza paper is made of mulberry fibers and the most well-known and has the highest
production in Japan. Mitsumata and Gampi paper are made of tree of daphne fibers but the
process of these two papers are different and Gampi paper is the highest quality of paper
compared to the other two types papers. Before washi was created, the handmade paper
originally came from China. China made Mashi, is a paper made of hemp. Then, the culture of
papermaking was exported to Japan and Japanese papermakers created their own style of paper
which is the washi. At first, Japanese papermakers used hemp, but it is difficult to handle it so
during Heian period from 794 to 1192, they tried to use mulberry fibers and created kozo paper
that became the most well-known paper in Japan. After that, papermakers tried to create many
types of papers, There are 47 regions in Japan and there are around 35 regions that have
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their own style and history of papermaking. The process of papermaking takes around 12 steps
includes boiling, beating, arranging, squeezing, stretching, and drying and takes a very long time.
These processes turns the fibers into sheets of paper. The ingredients of paper is made of three
main compounds, cellulose, hemicellulose, and lignin. The main compound is cellulose which is
the same organic compound used in cotton and rayon as well. For Japanese paper conservation,
one important technique is to make a drying board is called Karibari in Japanese and is one of
the tools used in the process of mounting Japanese screen and scroll paintings. Karibari have a
structure similar to folding screens and consists of a wood lattice core covered with seven or
eight layers of different types of papers.
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and easier to make, so people used this paper for more daily use, such as writing and calligraphy.
During 618 to 907, Chinese papermakers created Senshi, which is a paper used for paintings and
calligraphy. This paper usually has a white color and uses different types of fibers. There are
different types of Senshi with various types of fibers and thickness.
The tradition of paper making was exported from China to Japan around 610. Based on
the historical records, the oldest papers in Japan were Mino paper and Chikuzen paper. Which
were used for important documents. Then, during the Nara period which was 737 to 774, the
papermaking in Japan gradually increased. During this period, papermakers usually made Mashi
which is paper using hemp fibers, but Japanese papermakers used and created their own style of
papermaking different from Chinese papermakers. Another type is Kokushi.1which is a pape
made of mulberry fibers, and another name of Koza paper and Danshi which is a one type of
Washi which has wrinkles and could be used for writing, wrapping, and mounting papers.
Japanese papermakers created many more types of paper such as dyed paper and gold and silver
paper.
During the Heian period, especially during 805 to 809, the process of papermaking
became more well-known and was common in many different parts of Japan. However, it was
more commonly used among the upper-class since Japanese washi is expensive. In Kyoto, a
region where many of the upper-class people lived during the Heian period, papermakers made
handmade paper using recycled materials and fibers. Then, papermakers created different types
of papers using various materials and techniques, such as dyed paper called Somekako-shi.
Japanese marble painting paper, called Suminagashi, uses Bokujyu, or traditional black ink, for
traditional calligraphy and paintings. Karakami is a type of paper that uses Gofun or Kira, which
are the traditional white ink. This paper is used as decorative papers, often placed on folding
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screens and sliding doors. These are very valuable and costly decorative papers, so it is mainly
used by the upper-class.
During the Kamakura period, local people used Japanese traditional paper for their
writing and documentation. Different regions of Japan had different styles of paper as well as
different uses for the paper within each region. During this time period, Suibarashi, which is a
type of Washi, was the most well-known and expensive paper so it was more or less exclusively
used by the upper-class of this time. People used this paper for their valuable documents and
wrappmg papers.
Between 1568 and 1600, also known as the Momoyama, Ootakadanshi became well
known as well as the highest-ranked paper in Japan. This paper contained more rice powder
compared to Suibarashi. During this time, the culture and process of papermaking became more
distinct within regions, so people looked to regions outside their own for specific paper needs.
Thus, during the Edo period which was from 1603 to 1868, the culture of Japanese handmade
paper became more developed.
Different type of paper continued to be developed during the Meiji period (1868 to
1912), but the papermaking process from western culture was imported and became more
popular since it was easier to make. During the Taisho period, which was from 1912 to 1926,
Echizen city which is located in the Fukui prefecture, created new types of Mashi, which contain
a mixture of mulberry fibers and tree of daphne fibers. This paper is used for Nihonga which is a
Japanese traditional painting that was developed out of this fusion of culture during this period.
There is less production of Japanese traditional paper in the 21st century because
machine-made papers are more convenient and cheaper, but traditional papermakers continue to
make and protect this cultural tradition in Japan. However, the reality is that the papermaking
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as well. Since the tree of the daphne family for Gampi paper takes a longer time to grow and is
difficult for people to cultivate, this paper is the most expensive paper in Japanese traditional
handmade paper. Thus, papermakers usually use daphne trees that are grown in the wild. Also,
fibers of Gampi paper have higher viscosity, or stickiness, so papermakers do not need to use
glue for their papermaking process. The fibers of Gampi paper have luster, or shiny texture, that
creates a semitransparent or translucent paper. This glossy texture and the difficulty of producing
it makes Gampi paper one of the highest ranked and beautiful paper in Japanese traditional
handmade paper.
While Koza, Mitsumata, and Gampi are the most common papers used, there are other
important types of Japanese handmade paper besides those three. Mashi uses hemp fibers and is
the oldest type of paper in Japan. This paper originally came from China and has longer fibers
compared to other types of papers. This paper has a very traditional papermaking process, so it is
difficult to continue making this paper and to handle the materials. Mashi had the highest
production before the Heian period, which was from 794 to 1192 but during the Heian period,
papermakers produced Koza paper more. After that, then: were less production of Mashi.
However, people still use Mashi for their special events and paper preservation and mounting.
Kongoshi are papers that contain more than two different types of fibers, such as a mixture of
mulberry fibers and tree of daphne family fibers paper and mulberry fibers and hemp fibers
paper and many more. The papers that are made of mixed fibers each have different types of
characteristic depending on their fibers, process of papermaking, and the location of
papermaking. Hakusaishi is a paper made of bamboo fibers that is originally from China and
people use this paper for calligraphy.
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cho produces a colorful paper using daphne tree fibers and clay, also similar to Gampi paper.
Torigie-mura produces a type ofKaga Washi that is 100 percent made of pure mulberry fibers.
The Fukui prefecture has Echizen Washi and Wakasa Washi. Echizen Washi is a paper
that is traced back to the Nara period which was from 710 to 794. During the process of this
papermaking, papermakers used the female Ginkgo tree boards when drying Echizen Washi to
help create a fine and beautiful texture. This paper is ideal to use as Fusumagami which is a
sliding panels paper and Hoshoshi is a wrapping paper for special gifts. Wakasa Washi is a paper
made of a mixture of mulberry fibers and daphne fibers, which is similar to Kozo paper and
Mitsumata paper. This paper is mostly used as base paper for umbrellas. Papermakers created
this paper as both white paper and dyed. The different types of dyed papers include Shibori, or
tie dying, Bokas higami, or color gradation, and Yuzen, or stencil dying. Currently, there are
seven papermakers and two dyers that are producing Wakasa Washi.
The Nagano prefecture has an Uchiyama Washi which is a paper made of 100 percent
pure mulberry fibers which is similar to Kozo paper. This paper has a characteristic of Yuki
Zarashi which is a technique of snow bleaching. In the Nagano prefecture, there are heavy snow
fall during winter, so papermakers prepare the natural mulberry fibers during the summer and
make papers during the winter. This paper is best used as Shojigami.
The Gifu prefecture has a Mino Washi which is a paper that is made of Mino fibers, a
fiber that could be found in areas of the Gifu prefecture. Traditionally, Gifu prefecture is a very
important place for papermaking because the Kiso mountain in the region connects to other
prefectures and helped to develop and spread papermaking skills as well as exchanging fibers
with other prefectures. Mino Washi is a very high-quality paper compared to other Japanese
handmade paper. It has a beautiful rectangular shape and smooth surface. Currently, there are
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The Shikoku area is located in southwestern islands of Japan, and there are four different
prefectures: Tokushima, Kagawa, Ehime, and Kochi. In Shikoku area, there are much more
production of papermaking compared to other areas in Japan. Since Shikoku area is an island,
there is an abundant source of high-quality water and natural materials which means that it is an
ideal location for papermaking. From the Shikoku area, there are three prefectures which are
Ehime, Kochi, and Tokushima and each has their own style of papermaking and higher
production.
In the Ehime prefecture, there are different types of papermaking style. In the Kawanoe
area, there are 17 papermakers that are producing Mozo Hanshi and Kairyo-shi. In the Tooyo
area, there are also 17 papermakers that are producing Hoshoshi and Danshi and in the Nomura
cho are, they are producing Senka-shi. These papers are slightly different, but their common
qualities are that these papers are better to use as calligraphy paper and use similar fibers that are
all found in the Ehime prefecture. There are a variety of natural fibers found in this prefecture
including mulberry fibers, tree of daphne fibers, and many more.
In the Kochi prefecture, there are also different types of papermaking styles which are
similar to the Ehime prefecture. There is a younger population in the Kochi area compared to
other prefectures who want to become papermakers. It is important to have the resources
available so that they can learn and keep this tradition alive.
The Tokushima prefecture is well-known for dyed paper and craft paper that are used
especially for decoration. In this area, papermakers focus more on how 'to make this tradition of
papermaking and style of paper more modem compared to other prefectures. As mentioned
previously, overall, the Shikoku area has the highest production of papermaking and it attracts
younger generations to the profession which is important to keep this industry going.
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was a famous poet during Tang dynasty in China which was from 618 to 907. This calligraphy is
titled "Autobiography of a Master of Drunken Poetry Recitation" so this calligraphy poetry is
about how Bai Juyi's master continues to love and enjoy drinking wine and writing and reading
poetry as he gets older. This work of calligraphy is connected to Tale of Genji because Bai Juyi
has a very popular poem titled "The Song of Everlasting Sorrow" which is the story of ill-fated
love affairs which a similar subject to the story of Tale of Genji. This calligraphy is made of ink
on paper, so the paper used Washi from the Heian period and the ink is called Sumi, which is a
Japanese traditional black ink for writing and painting. This calligraphy is mounted on a hanging
scroll and is shown above as the picture on the right.

Figure 8. Imperial Visitation for the Ceremonial Horserace of 1024 (Komakurabe gyoko
emaki)13th-early 14th century.
https://www.metmuseum.org/art/collection/search/720544?&exhibitionld= ¾7ba26bd196-381b4ddd-b007ad6al ff64b4b%7d&oid=720544&pkgids=563&pg=0&rpp=20&pos=16&ft= * &offset=20
The next example is titled "Imperial Visitation for the Ceremonial Horserance of 1024"
which is a painting created during the Kamakura period which was from 1185 to 1333. This
painting was mounted as a handscroll called Emaki and used ink, colors, and gold on paper. This
painting shows the celebration of the Empress Shoshi and the Fujiwara family, who was an
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https://www.metmuseum.org/art/collection/search/789146?&exhibitionld= ¾7ba26bdl96-381b4ddd-b007ad6alff64b4b%7d&oid=789146&pkgids=563&pg=0&rpp=20&pos=103&ft= *&offset=20

This Ukiyo-e printmaking is a form of Japanese traditional human figure abstract
printmaking. The work is titled Yugao: Yazama 's Wife Orie, from the series Scenes amid Genji
Clouds }vfatched with Ukiyo-e Pictures. This painting was created during Eda period which was
from 1615 to 1868 and this specific printmaking was created from 1845 to 1846 by Utagawa
Kuniyoshi, who is a very well-known Ukiyo-e artist during this period. Utagawa Kuniyoshi's
works of art were usual�y focused on Ukiyo-e prints with human and animals, especially women
and cats, that were put together in one work of print. In this Ukiyo-e printmaking, the main
woman named Yugao, who was one of the women that had a relationship with Genji when he
was seventeen years old and was during the first chapter of The Tale ofGenji. Yugao was a very
beautiful, ephemeral, and honest person, so Genji had fallen deeply in love with her but she was
killed by another woman because of jealousy.
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Figure 11. Work of art titled Genji with the young Murasaki.
https://www.metmuseum.org/art/collection/search/789232?&exhibitionld= %7ba26bd196-381b4ddd-b007ad6al ff64b4b%7d&oid=789232&pkgids=563&pg=0&rpp=20&pos=127&ft= * &offset=20

This work of art is titled Genji with the young Murasak i, who bears an uncanny
resemblance to Fujitsubo and to whom he has developed an overpowering attraction, from the
manga series The Tale of Genji: Dreams at Dawn 1990. This painting was painted by Yamato
Waki, who is a Japanese comic book writer, and she wrote the comic books of The Tale ofGenji:
Fleeting Dreams which strongly connected with this painting. This is a very modem style of
painting which was created during the Heisei period which was from 1989 to 2019. This is a
matted painting with ink and color on paper. This painting represented Genji and Fujitsubo who
is a fictional character Tale of Genji.
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Chapter IV: Ingredients of Japanese Paper
Japanese handmade paper is all made from plant fibers. For the papermaking process,
papermakers usually use the inner bark fibers including for the following types of papers: Kozo,
Mitsumata, Gampi, and Asa. Japanese handmade papers are composed of three main compounds:
cellulose, hemicellulose, and lignin. Cellulose is an organic compound that has the chemical
formula C6H100s. This material is the main organic compound of paper in general, and it is also
the main material of cotton and rayon. The fiber of papers is made of cellulose molecules, and
the process through which they are assembled together is called fibrillation. This step helps
create the basic shape of the paper itself. The quality of the paper depends on the thickness of the
fibrillation and the direction to which the cellulose molecules align, the ideal being parallel.
Hemicellulose is an organic compound with the chemical formula CsH10Os. This organic
compound is similar to cellulose, but it is lighter weight which helps create stickiness during the
papermaking process of Kokai. Lignin is an organic compound with the chemical formula
C9H1002. This compound has a more complex composition compared to the other two organic
compounds. Handmade papers are usually made from fibers; however, some are made from
wood pulp. The composition of these materials differ in that wood pulp contains much more
lignin than fiber. This difference in composition affects the physical property of the paper. For
example, lignin makes it easier to change the surface color of the product, so papers made of
wood pulp typically tum yellow faster with age than papers made of fibers.
Papers are made of mainly cellulose molecules assembled together to create microfibril.
Then the microfibrils bond with hemicellulose and lignin to build up the main fibers. The
composition ratio of these three compounds differ across types of inner bark fiber.
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Neri is a glue for papermaking, and it is a very important material for the process of
papermaking. Papermakers mold the shape of the paper through a process called Kamisuki, Neri
is an important material in this step. It makes fibers easier to stick together, and creates unequal
surface of paper. However, when papermakers insert Neri, it helps the material stick together,
and helps create a smoother and clean surface for the final product. Also, when papermakers
squeeze the papers to help remove any water or help mold the final shape, they put large
numbers of paper together to squeeze them. Without Neri, it is easier for the papers to stick
together but Neri is used during this process, it can help avoid the groups of papers from sticking
together and make them easier to divide one by one. Neri is made of a type of flower called
Abelmoschus Manihot or Tororoaoi in Japanese. It is a flower from the group Malvaceae
Abelmoschus, and they contain sticky liquid that is used as Neri during the papermaking process.
However, during the summer, the texture of Tororoaoi changes and becomes less sticky. Due to
this change during warmer seasons, papermakers use a flower called Hydrangea paniculate or
Noriutsugi in Japanese. This is a flower that belongs in the group of hydrangeas, and they also
contain sticky liquid that can be used for Neri. However, since Noriutsugi has a very stable
stickiness level, it makes it more difficult to use and the process takes longer. Therefore, the type
of flower used for Neri depends on the temperature and season the paper is made. Papermakers
also use a man-made Neri called Polyacrylamide (PAM) which has the chemical formula
(C3HsNO)n. This is a new type of Neri, so it is not a natural material as used by past
papermakers. However, it has very pure, safe, and it is environmentally friendly, so this Neri
does not have a negative effect on the papermaking process.
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